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INTRODUCTION
Advances in the fields of laparoscopy and interventional
endoscopy have ushered in a new era of minimally in
vasive surgery. Natural orifice translumenal endoscopic
surgery (NOTES) is a new technique that permits flexible
endoscopic “scarless” trans-visceral peritoneal access and
may be the next evolutionary stride towards progressively
less invasive procedures. To date, several important steps
have been taken, from simple abdominal exploration in
animal models to trans-visceral cholecystectomy in hu
mans[1,2]. As this nascent field matures, technology has
produced several platforms that address basic needs and
strive to match their surgical counterparts. This article
reviews currently available flexible platforms, their advant
ages, disadvantages and comparisons with currently avai
lable tools.

Abstract
Natural orifice translumenal surgery (NOTES) has garni
shed significant attention from surgeons and gastroe
nterologists, due to the fusion of flexible endoscopy
and operative technique. Preliminary efforts suggest
that NOTES holds potential for a less invasive approach
with certain surgical conditions. Many of the hurdles
encountered during the shift from open to laparoscopic
surgery are now being revisited in the development of
NOTES. Physician directed efforts, coupled with industry
support, have brought about several NOTES specific
devices and platforms to help address limitations with
current instrumentation. This review addresses current
flexible platforms and their attributes, advantages, disad
vantages and limitations.

INITIAL ENDEAVORS
The first published NOTES procedure used a standard
forward viewing endoscope, biliary sphincterotome, guide
wire, and an esophageal dilatation balloon for transgastric
access and liver biopsy[3]. This re-purposed equipment,
although rudimentary for these purposes, has been used
by gastroenterologists and surgeons alike. More complex
trans-gastric procedures were performed in the pre-clinical
setting with standard endoscopic equipment including:
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tubal ligation, hysterectomy/simulated appendectomy[4],
cholecystectomy[5] and splenectomy[6]. In this early work,
several methodological and technical limitations were identi
fied. An alternative approach from the inferior abdomen
was explored for cholecystectomy[7] and pancreatic work[8],
and proved useful in addressing certain limitations of upper
abdominal surgery, however, other unique problems were
revealed.
In 2005, leaders of the ASGE and SAGES (NOSCARNatural Orifice Surgery Consortium for Assessment and
Research) reviewed the early work and identified seve
ral fundamental challenges to NOTES in a manuscript
known as the White Paper[9]. Peritoneal access and closure,
infection, spatial orientation, management of complicati
ons and multi-tasking platforms were identified as critical
areas of focus. Further NOTES experience subsequently
confirmed the limitations of current instrumentation and
identified new problems, which were not initially experie
nced with the transition from open to laparoscopic surgery.
Laparoscopy introduced several challenges related
to visualization and tissue manipulation, however, unlike
NOTES, laparoscopy mimics the surgical perspective,
maintaining remote visualization using rigid, short length
instruments optimally positioned for triangulation, traction,
dissection, target mobilization and tissue approximation.
Additionally, ports allow for 5, 10, 12 mm and larger access
to the peritoneum. Since the initial cholecystectomy by
Muhe in 1985[10], laparoscopy has become the gold standard
for minimally invasive surgery and is the benchmark to
which NOTES is compared.

end-effectors, which is typical with flexible endoscopy, lim
its haptic feedback.
Working channels: Maximal size on commercially av
ailable endoscopes is 3.7 mm, limiting the size of available
equipment and contrasts greatly to variable size laparo
scopic ports. The proximity and parallel orientation of
channels limit triangulation, robust tissue manipulation
and traction. Furthermore, current endoscopes are restri
cted to two working channels that are inadequate for some
procedures[4].
Ancillary channels: Channels dedicated for insufflation,
irrigation and suction are sub-optimal for routine needs of
intra-abdominal surgery and may be inadequate in the event
of an emergency.
User interface: Current endoscopes are designed for the
endoscopist to control field of view and positioning/orient
ation. The working channels and navigational/field control
elements are in close proximity and lead to complicated
team interactions.
Spatial orientation and image characteristics
Site of access: NOTES entry point (transgastric, tran
scolonic, transurethral or transvaginal) is often selected
for proximity or best en-face view, however, this does
not ensure direct or adequate visualization of the desired
site. Additionally, trans visceral peritoneoscopy may have
limited reach and stability in certain orientations; for
example targeting the spleen via the transgastric approach.
Considerable maneuvering of the endoscope is often
required to achieve acceptable positioning and stability. A
“bounce-off ” technique, utilizing internal structures to
redirect scope vectors and trajectory is often necessary, yet
technically challenging. This may be due to several reasons,
including inter-patient variability and inherent mobility
of internal structures. Conversely, procedure specific tran
sabdominal port placement allows optimal laparoscopic site
selection and stability.

EQUIPMENT-GENERAL ATTRIBUTES AND
LIMITATIONS
Purpose-specific equipment and technology is sorely
lacking compared to specialized laparoscopic paraphernalia.
Current endoscopic technology and design have several
shortcomings when applied to more complex surgical proc
edures and can be framed in the context of basic platform
elements, including guide tube attributes, spatial orientation
and imaging characteristics.

Visual orientation: While endoscopists accustomed to the
confines of the gastrointestinal tract are typically com
fortable with inverted positioning, surgeons prefer a fixed
horizon. With the camera married to the endoscope shaft,
horizon is at the mercy of the endoscope’s final position.
Laparoscopic visualization is divorced from the effectors
allowing remote imaging with maintenance of the horizon.
This may diminish work load and prove beneficial when
dealing with complex surgeries[12]. Vantage point is yet
another issue; the close proximity and magnified endoscopic
views may prove advantageous for meticulous dissection,
while a remote view of the operative field may be essential
for other tasks and harder to achieve with current flexible
platforms. Ancillary visualization technologies with co

Guide tube and user interface attributes
Shaft: Originally purposed for gastrointestinal procedures,
flexibility is desirable for atraumatic endolumenal mov
ement; although this may aide in intra-abdominal navigation
it also poses a challenge for maneuvering in open space or
when attempting to achieve traction or counter-traction.
Conversely, laparoscopic tools are rigid, and the combin
ation of spaced ports of entry with transabdominal fulcrum
points allow for a stable platform. Alternative means of
target fixation, apart from the physical platform, may aide
in stability and organ manipulation and help address current
limitations of traction and angles of tissue engagement[11].
Additionally, the increased distance between operator and
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Table 1 NOTES prototype specifications
Prototype

Paradigm

Working
Length (cm)

Channels/
Size (mm)

Diameter
(mm)

DCE (EGD/
Colonoscope)

Endoscopic

103/168

NOTES scope

Endoscopic

133

Two: 3.7,
2.8/Two: 3.7,
3.2
Two: 2.8, 2.8

Endoscopic/
Flexiblelaparoscopic
EndoSAMURAI Flexiblelaparoscopic

110

Four: 7, 6, 4, 4

18

103

Three: 2.8,
2.8, 2.8

15.7

DDES

55

Three: 7, 4.2,
4.2

16 × 22

IOP

Flexiblelaparoscopic

Visualization

12.6/13.7 Standard
endoscopic
14.3

Standard
endoscopic
N-scope

Endoscopic

N-scope

Positioning
mechanism
Standard scope
shaft

Specializations
Two small parallel
channels

Two bending
segments, one
lockable
Built in shaftstiffening system

Procedures
performed
Animal and human
NOTES (Hybrid
procedures)
Animal hybrid NOTES

Dual bending
segments, orthogonal
lifting gates
2.5cm gasping forceps Human NOTES,
with tissue anchors
endoluminal bariatrics,
anti-reflux procedures
Uses a stiffening Bimanual control
Animal NOTES
overtube system enables 5 degrees of
freedom for 2 end
effectors
Articulating
Bimanual control with Bench top EMR, ESD
guide sheath
7 degrees of freedom and skills assessment
for 2 end effectors
models

NOTES: Natural orifice translumenal surgery; DCE: Dual channel endoscope; EGD: Esophagogastroduodenoscope; IOP: Incisionless operating platform;
DDES: Direct drive endoscopic system.

mputer tomography and 3D image registration may help
mitigate these limitations in the future[13] (Figure 1).

FLEXIBLE PLATFORMS

Imaging: Current endoscopic depth of field, although
excellent for near vision, lacks the needed distant visual
ization that would aid in complex procedures and abdominal
exploration. Additionally, there may be insufficient light
for certain procedures, including exploration and cancer
staging. A 10-mm laparoscope provides 380 lumens while
a typical endoscope with a 3-mm light bundle provides
only 25 lumens. Conversely, the magnified endoscopic
images may be superior to laparoscopic images for certain
procedures.

NOSCAR’s second meeting included industry participation
and several platform solutions were proposed. These have
evolved into two broad systems: rigid, mimicking single
incision laparoscopic surgery (SILS) and flexible, emulating
endoscopy. Flexible platforms may be further divided into
two groups: A traditional endoscopic model where the
endoscopist controls navigation and instrument position
while the assistant exchanges and actuates instruments, and
a flexible-laparoscopic paradigm where the interventionalist
has complete control of the instruments and the assistant
provides visualization and maintains the operative field.

Work load
There is a fundamental difference in work load between
laparoscopic and endoscopic paradigms. Laparoscopically,
the field of view is maintained by an assistant while ins
truments are maneuvered and executed by the surgeon.
Endoscopically, positioning and field of view are main
tained by a complex coordination of positioning-wheels,
torque, placement, and locking mechanisms. The endosc
opic tools are also positioned by the endoscopist (in unison
with the endoscope) while actuated by an assistant. Additi
onally, mental workload will likely be increased by fluc
tuating visual frames of reference and angles of approach
associated with NOTES procedures.
While many of these differences pose disadvantages
compared to the current laparoscopic paradigm, flexible
endoscopy’s added reach and close visualization of an
operative field may confer advantages still unknown,
for example, inspection of the lesser sac and the suprahepatic/infra diaphragmatic space in cancer staging, which
are not readily attainable with current minimally invasive
techniques.

NOTES scope
One of the first platforms to be used in NOTES animal
models was the “R-scope” (XGIF-2TQ160R; Olympus,
Tokyo, Japan) later modified to the NOTES scope. It has
been used to perform several procedures in the pre-clinical
setting including cholecystectomy[14,15]. This device falls
under the traditional endoscopic paradigm. It is a modified
dual channel endoscope (DCE) with additional elevator
toggles and a larger wheel further down the handle to
control a second bending segment (Figure 2). The primary
segment is lockable, allowing for a better angle of approach
and more precise tissue manipulation with maneuvering of
the second segment. Additionally, the two working channels
have lifting gates that are orthogonally positioned allowing
for simultaneous lifting (vertical motion) and dissection
(horizontal motion) (Figure 3). This configuration allows
more accurate tissue manipulation off-axis to the visual
plane. See Table 1 for device specifics. This endoscope
addresses several of the DCE shortcomings, including
positioning and to a small degree triangulation. The second
bending segment, although useful, can be technically dem
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Current scope
viewing area

A

Vertical
Endoscope
tip
R

Irrigation
channel

I
Horizontal
movement
P

Figure 1 Image registration illustrating tracking of the endoscope tip within a
3D reconstruction of the subject’s abdomen.

Figure 3 NOTES/R scope distal tip arrangement.

Instrument
ports Insufflation ports

Distal tip-4
lumens
Controls

Figure 4 Incisionless operating platform.

Figure 2 Natural orifice translumenal surgery (NOTES)/R scope user
interface.

for an N-scope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and specialized
equipment[17]. The N-scope is independently rotatable
within the channel allowing for an adjustable horizon while
maintaining instrument position. The other channels can
be used for instruments as well as high flow carbon dioxide
insufflation[14]. Several specialized tools have been designed
for this system including a 2.5-cm grasping jaw, capable
of performing tissue plications with unique anchors and
several accessories for tissue manipulation. Compared to
the DCE, the IOP has enhanced deflection and improved
triangulation due to the large channels and effectors’ abi
lity to enter the operative field. However, the IOP’s inline channel orientation is still subject to parallelism. This
may be overcome with instrument modifications. This
device presents a new paradigm for the endoscopist as
visualization is divorced from the primary operator. Work
load for the IOP is high and requires skilled assistants
as the primary operator interchanges responsibilities for
instrument exchange, device orientation and scope posit
ioning. This is increasingly challenging when the device
is in an unstable position. Newer versions of this device
allow for bimanual instrument control and are more consi
stent with the flexible-laparoscopic model.

anding. These features may lead to increased physical and
mental work load. Furthermore, the image is still married
to the effectors and, as such, has a limited field of view.
Essentially the NOTES scope further refined what the
current standard endoscope is capable of while partially
tackling some tasks germane to complex surgery.
Incisionless operating platform
The incisionless operating platform (IOP; USGI Medical,
San Capistrano, CA) was initially designed to function
within the traditional endoscopic paradigm, with recent
modifications bridging to the flexible-laparoscopic model.
This device was developed through collaboration of
physicians and industry and addresses several NOTES
requirements. It has been successfully used in a variety of
procedures, and is the first specialized platform to be used
in clinical NOTES cases, including human transgastric
cholecystectomy[16]. In appearance, the IOP is similar to,
but larger than a standard endoscope, with multiple ports
and directional wheels at the user interface (Figure 4).
Based on endoscopic ergonomics, this platform consists
of a 110 cm × 18 mm overtube-like design with a steerable
shaft and several channels (Table 1). In some models, the
overtube-shaft is capable of stiffening, providing enhanced
stability. Its four channels (7, 6, 4 and 4 mm in size) allow
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Figure 5 EndoSAMURAI end effectors.

Figure 7 Direct drive endoscopic system (DDES).

Figure 6 EndoSAMURAI user interface.

Figure 8 DDES-distal end.

was designed to operate within the flexible-laparoscopic
paradigm. It has been tested in animal models for ch
olecystectomy[18]. It consists of a specialized endoscope
with a remote working station and a locking overtube.
The distal end of the scope has two short modified ind
ependent arms, which upon entry remain parallel with
the scope shaft, however, open in an elbow-like fashion
when in position (Figure 5). These serve as conduits for
different effectors, including standard endoscopic acc
essories, and are manipulated from a control unit apart
from the traditional endoscopic user interface (EVIS
EXERA Ⅱ Universal Platform-Olympus Corp; Figure 6).
With 5 degrees of freedom and triangulation capabilities,
the arms can tie sutures as well as provide traction and
counter traction. In addition to the two conduits, it has
a third working channel that may be used for ancillary
equipment or suction/irrigation. Stiffened by a locking
overtube, the scope articulates in the same manner as a
standard endoscope with identical visualization. Although
essentially a modified DCE, the EndoSAMURAI ove
rcomes parallelism by the angle at which its effectors are
positioned. Additionally, it has better stability compared
to the DCE because of the locking overtube. As the arms
are married to the camera/scope, it still bears the same
image-perspective limitations as the standard endosco
pe. Interestingly, this system employs a “drive, park and
move” methodology. Where the user navigates to the

target with the endoscope, locks the overtube system and
scope in position and then proceeds to the user interface.
This effectively allows one operator to perform most of
the work load as the image is theoretically kept in place
with the locking system with subsequent maintenance of
the image by the assistant, which is somewhat similar to
traditional laparoscopy.

WJGS|www.wjgnet.com

Direct drive endoscopic system
The direct drive endoscopic system (DDES; Boston Sci
entific, Natick, MA) is a flexible-laparoscopic multitasking
platform that consists of a 55-cm steerable guide sheath
that houses 3 lumens extending from a rail-based platform
with interchangeable 4 mm instruments (Figure 7, Table 1).
The user interface consists of ergonomic rail-guided dr
ive handles situated above the surgeon’s waist level. A
unique system in the handle allows for seven degrees of
freedom: surge, pitch, yaw, roll, tool action, heave and sway.
Equipment currently available consists of graspers, scissors,
needle pushers and cautery devices. These effectors can
traverse a distance from the sheath tip independent of
the image (Figure 8). While specialized tools are passed
through channels in the guide tube, an N-scope is used for
visualization. The N-Scope is freely rotatable and positioned
independent of the DDES end effectors. The sheath
serves as a guide that can be “docked” once in position.
Maintenance of visualization may require adjustment of the
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more mature and task-specific, the many NOTES advances
over just 5 years are encouraging. With continued oversight
and participation of NOSCAR and similar organizations,
future progress in flexible platforms holds great potential.

endoscope as well as the sheath while tissue is manipulated.
This system accomplishes much of what is desired to
mimic a laparoscopic approach, including cutting, grasping,
suturing, triangulation and knot tying. Of note, current
iterations of the DDES do not have a dedicated channel
for irrigation and suction and rely on the endoscope’s
capabilities, which may not be adequate for intra-abdominal
procedures. This system has been tested ex-vivo and in-vivo
with suturing tasks accomplished commensurate with
laparoscopy, as well as endoscopic mucosal resection and
sub-mucosal dissection[15,19].
Parallel to these technical developments, the human
NOTES experience has continued to broaden. Early hu
man work out of Ohio State University used standard
endoscopic equipment for diagnostic human peritoneal
exploration[20]. This study confirmed that the initial steps
of NOTES procedures were safe and feasible in humans.
A variety of other human NOTES procedures have been
performed to date including: transvaginal and transga
stric cholecystectomy[21]; transgastric appendectomy[22];
sleeve gastrectomy[23]; and several others. Many of these
procedures have been hybrid in nature with laparoscopic
components. As tools are further enhanced, current hyb
rid procedures may evolve to pure NOTES. However,
the hybrid approach may be the best course for the near
term to maximize patient safety. In addition to the above
prototypes, many others are under development and are in
various stages of testing. Currently, the best training tools to
acquire skills necessary for NOTES, and develop a comfort
level with novel instrumentation, are a combination of
animal models and human cadavers, which can only app
roximate the human surgical experience. NOTES sim
ulators are currently under development and may in the
future offer a better means of training.
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